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VISION STATEMENT
At Web3 RevGen DeFi, our vision is to provide an interconnected suite of offerings to
individuals and businesses FOR THE FUTURE benefit of cryptocurrency as a whole. We
envision a cryptocurrency ecosystem that supports technological innovation, efficiency,
and crypto-as-a- service whilst encouraging collaboration between individuals and
projects alike.
We aim to provide educational opportunities for those new to cryptocurrency and
decentralized finance, coupled with utilities and tools that assist in wealth generation and
more importantly, support Web3 RevGen DeFi’s values of professionalism, integrity, and
security.
The Web3 RevGen DeFi vision will be achieved on the back of its four pillars: Honesty,
Integrity, Community & Collaboration. These core principles are the building blocks upon
which we established - and will continue to grow - our company and our community. They
are evident in the relationships we form professionally and the utilities and services we
offer and have quickly become woven into the fabric of our REVGEN community.
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MISSION
Web3 RevGen DeFi has a mission to bring about lasting change to the lives of our
community members, as well as to the wider cryptocurrency ecosystem. Our dedicated
team, strong business acumen, and community-minded approach provide the
cornerstones for Web3 RevGen DeFi to make its mark in the world of business and
finance.
When our investors speak about Web3 RevGen DeFi, they will speak about so much
more than our tokenomics. They will speak about our community, our passion, our
professionalism, our integrity, and our vision of bringing security for investors and
accountability to businesses and projects within cryptocurrency.
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What sets us apart from the others?
Our Company Mindset
Web3 RevGen DeFi delivers through an organizational structure compiled of high-level
executives, team members, and business advisors.

Our Growth Mindset
Through planning and proper implementation, Web3 RevGen DeFi will continue to
expand its scope to become a global force of change within cryptocurrency and beyond.

Our Integrity
One of our core principles is integrity. From community engagement, strategic
partnerships, and business acumen, Web3 RevGen DeFi takes pride in striving to
achieve the highest level of integrity in everything we do.

Our Drive
We are passionate about our mission and we have a strong drive to bring change and
create a new standard of trust and reliability within DeFi and beyond.
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A SNEAK PEAK AT OUR CRYPTOCURRENCY ECOSYSTEM
REVGEN Diamond Hands
Imagine a world where people readily embraced cryptocurrency as a legitimate source of
investment without the fear of being taken advantage of. Picture a suite of tools that
supports the everyday investor in making more educated decisions both pre and postinvestment, whilst providing access to wealth-building opportunities that have been
designed to give back to the REVGEN cryptocurrency ecosystem. Welcome to REVGEN
Diamond Hands.

REVGEN Portal
Consider a space where new and existing projects have access to a consolidated, 360degree array of resources put in place to support projects in achieving their goals.
Imagine a level of compliance and security that ensures the project leaders maintain
responsibility and accountability for the outcomes of their projects.
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Roadmap
Q2 2022
Pinksale Presale
CMC + Coin Gecko Listing
Y-5 Dex Listing (TBC)
Contract Audit + KYC + Doxxing
Dapp Integration
Launch REVGEN Token
Staking Protocol

Q3 2022
Pre-Launch Utility Marketing
REVGEN "GOLDEN BOWL" Platform
REVGEN NFT Release
Team Expansion
REVGEN Portal

Q4 2022
Secret Asset Drop
Post-Launch Utility Marketing
Team Expansion
Pre Launch Utility Marketing
Reflex DEX listing (TBC)
REVGEN Portal continued

Q1 2023
Pre Launch Utility Marketing
Philanthropic Fund Allocation

Q2 2023
REVGEN enters the Metaverse
Team Expansion
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Tokenomics
Contract Address:

0x20B159Cb8E64EaC5511B19726956Acb590857330

Total number of tokens

5,000,000,000,000 WRD

Web3 RevGen DeFi has strategically placed the elements of its tokenomics to ensure
that the longevityof the project is secured.
That’s 6% of the total tax going back to our community. The rest of the Tax will be
allocated at:
3% - Marketing, 2% - Reward and 1% - Auto liquidity Immense planning and foresight
have gone into these allocations to enable Web3 RevGen DeFi to thrive both short-term
and into the future. Throughout our experience in the tokenomics space, we have seen
many projects fail to have sufficient allocations for some of the most important aspects of
a project'ssuccess.
For us, Marketing, Utility Development, Future Hires, Exchange Listings and Staking are
of the utmost importance. We’ve got you and your investment in Web3 RevGen DeFi
covered.

1% - Auto liquidity

3% - Marketing

2% - Reward
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SECURITY INFORMATION
At Web3 RevGen DeFi, we hold the security of your investment as our highest priority.
The Smart Contract will be audited and will be shared across our social channels for the
community to view. We aim to have the majority of the team fully doxxed (some members
may choose to remain un-doxxed for personal reasons).
For us, transparency and financial freedom are the pillars of DeFi, and we are bringing
these pillars to our own project. There will be no maximum wallet holding, no maximum
buys, and no maximum transaction limits. To assist in protecting our smaller holders, a
maximum sell of 0.2% of circulating supply will be put in place.

We don’t have:

We do/will have:

Limits on

A limit of 0.2% of circulating

Wallet Holding

supply per sell KYC, Contract

Limits on

Audit, Doxxed Team

Buy

A suite of services that enhance the
security of projects and investment
opportunities

Tx
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FOR THE FUTURE
At Web3 RevGen DeFi, we have our focus firmly set on providing a new standard in
decentralized finance. Through extensive services that cater to the security, compliance
and reliability of projects and individuals, our REVGEN cryptocurrency ecosystem will
ensure that you can trust and rely on all of your investment opportunities.
Alongside this, we are actively focusing on expanding into new markets, consistently
looking to
bridge the gap between the FIAT and Crypto space. As decentralized finance moves
closer to regulation, REVGEN will play a vital role in providing the necessary utility and
services to meet
the growing demand for compliance in the cryptocurrency space.
With our core pillar of Integrity in mind, we will be establishing REVGEN FOR CHANGE
as a philanthropic arm of our company. This will be a movement that will utilize the
extensive networks, services, funds and work ethic of Web3 RevGen DeFi to give back to
the world, in the places where it needs it most.
Thank you all for joining us on this journey! It’s through connection, strong community,
focused operations and dedication that we can change the lives of so many.
Warmest Regards
The Web3 RevGen DeFi Team
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THANK YOU
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